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Abstract—The integration of software solutions in the content of training courses resulted from the socio-economic demand, has a positive effect on the enhancement of trainee students for future professional activities. However, the latest achievements of hardware and software are still not included in the content of the higher education in a timely manner. Therefore, we focused in our research on the improvement of the content of the training course based on a client-server technology by using modern software capabilities.

The article presents the conceptual structure of the training course, settings and the integration of local and public cloud-based servers. It describes approaches of its use in the learning process. Microsoft SQL Server 2016, Microsoft Azure SQL Database, ASP.NET MVC 5 Framework were used for teaching environments. The new course was introduced for Computer Science students of L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University and Kh. Dosmukhamedov Attyrau State University in Kazakhstan.
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1 Introduction

Rapidly evolving socio-economic processes increase needs for data processing and access. Increasing the amount of data processed and requirement for access has led to the emergence of systems such as distributed and enterprise computing. A client-server technology is used in the creation of online systems as an effective source of data processing to improve the quality of knowledge in the academic fields, marketing and services of many businesses and companies.
The possibility of using client-server model with the modern capabilities of hardware and software for revision requires the following conditions. Despite the excessive number of mobile and other computing platforms, one of them is providing a convenient and free access for personal and professional data [1]. Currently, clouds computing, as a new model of representing the supply of computing resources takes the leading position. Nikulchev, E., Pluzhnik, E., Biryukov, D., Lukyanchikov, O.[2, p.963-964] in their work considered: “Cloud system is a typical client-server system that is focused on servicing a large number of customers”.

Many companies and social organizations, in accordance with the new trends, upgrade the traditional client-server systems, showing interest in migration and integration with the cloud. Some enterprises have already deployed a server of their platforms based on the cloud. Meanwhile, contradictions between employers’ demand and educational programs can lead to obstacles in the employment of graduates.

The purpose of the study: to provide training for future professional activities through improving the content of the training course based on the client-server technology. Thus, analyzing the state of training courses on the client-server technology in Kazakhstan and other countries [3], we have found that there were cases when the content of them was studied using the old program systems. The content of the training course developed by us is carried out in several stages through the following technological processes:

1) organising of the client-server system operation by setting MS SQL Server, and client settings in the local network of the University;
2) deploying a server in the cloud and creating a database on the configured server using the Microsoft Azure SQL Database resource, implementing access to the databases from the client computer;
3) setting up a local server MS SQL at University and Microsoft Azure SQL Database server, using the hybrid cloud principle in their communication;
4) creation of web applications linked with the servers in ASP.NET MVC 5 Framework.

The training course with the improved content was held for the educational programs in Computer Science in L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University and Kh.Dosmukhamedov Atyrau State University.

2 Literature review

The enhancement of the methodological system content of the training course is a part of the modern concept of improving the students’ training[4]. The course on the client-server technologies is considered both as an academic understanding and reasonable level of practical knowledge of the concepts and principles of the client-server architecture, taking into account the migration from the legacy systems [5].

The emergence of the cloud computing technology brings a new information computing infrastructure. Databases, storage, and computing utilities are available as services. The key feature is that it hides the main complexity of the use of IT resources while providing scalable, reliable and sustainable use of cost-effective
services [6], [7], [8]. Let's focus on the systems designed for education to highlight the practical need of the technologies that served the basis of our research.

The following works described the system of modeling accounting skills [9], cloud-based English educational platform [10], cloud storage for the students of Computer Science [11]. In Reference [12], the function of hybrid cloud interface for data analysis tics in the education sector was described. Hybrid cloud, implemented on the basis of the platform modification effectively serves in the work with a large volume of databases [13].

3 Training Course Structure Improvement

This section describes the conceptual structure of the course content which reflects the cohesion of topics. In addition, a brief description of software environments was designed to implement the structure of the content.

3.1 Training course structure

The training course developed in the new structure provides an opportunity along with the concepts of creating traditional client-server systems and using public cloud resources to be familiar with the principles of hybrid cloud configuration through the platform modification. The figure presented below shows the structure of the improved content training course (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Structure of training course
3.2 Software development environments and cloud platforms used in the training course process

**MS SQL Server 2016:** MS SQL Server 2016 is the latest addition to the Microsoft data platform with many new features and improvements that provide the breakthrough performance, enhanced security, more feature-rich, integrated reporting and analytics capabilities. Built SQL Server 2016, using the new quick release model, includes many features that have been first introduced in the cloud of the Microsoft Azure SQL database. In addition, SQL Server 2016 includes the ability of dynamic transfer of the historical data to the cloud [14]. The version of MS SQL Server Express has free environment. Therefore, the program is available for students and all the users.

**SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS):** SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) is the primary database management tool for SQL Server database servers. It is a graphical user interface (GUI) and a Transact-SQL scripting interface for managing the database engine component and databases. In addition, you can also use SSMS to manage different instances as well as cloud-based databases in Microsoft Azure SQL Database [15].

**Microsoft Azure SQL Database:** Microsoft Azure SQL Database is SQL Server, located in the cloud which provide the relational database with large-scaled capabilities on the platform with a high availability and keeps the load balance. The important thing is, there is no need to spend money on the equipment, licensing and pay for the costs that you use [16]. Using a subscription for academic purposes of Microsoft Azure, students will be able to use the cloud resource free of cost in the learning process and research work for one year.

**ASP.NET MVC 5:** ASP.NET MVC is an infrastructure for web application development built on the top of the advanced and popular .NET Framework. Infrastructure ASP.NET MVC relies heavily on the validated patterns and techniques of development that focuses on loosely-coupled architecture of the application and easily maintainable code. [17]. The built Bootstrap framework for creating an adaptive and extended interface can be a good addition to the version of MVC 5.

4 Research Results Implementation

4.1 Setting up the local client-server system

In order to understand the work of the cloud structure, firstly, it is necessary to get acquainted with the client-server system functions. In most cases, the internal process of cloud applications is based on a relational database, so some code is written in SQL or other queries [18], [19].

Thus, the practical part of the training course started with the creation of a client-server system in the local network. Training on the traditional client-server system contributes to the formation of basic concepts of database activity and network
processes. The stage of creating a local client-server system consisted of two parts. The first section was designed to configure server and client computers and implement network connections; the second section included the topics of creating database objects, developing queries and stored procedures.

The following steps were taken for the purpose of accomplishing this work, namely explanation the examples of using the local client-server system in the educational process in one classroom and formation of small groups of 3 or 4 students. Then each group set up a server and multiple client applications.

![Diagram of local client-server system](image)

**Fig. 2.** Scheme of the local client-server system set up during the training process

In figure 2, a blue single line shows the work of a local network connected via Ethernet and a red double line indicates a server and client computers linked with a local network of University.

Program software and settings configured in the **server** computer are:

- Operating system Windows 10;
- MS SQL Server Express Edition 2016;
- SQL Server Management Studio.

1. Testing the integrity of the connection and the computers on the network (ping).
2. For the TCP/IP Protocol a remote connection was established by specifying port 1433 in the SQL Server Configuration Manager environment.
3. Inbound rules for protocols were created in the firewall. For the TCP/IP the rules were opened by port 1433, and 1434 for port UDP.

Program software and settings configured in **client** computers are:

- Operating system Windows 10;
- SQL Server Native Client 11.0;
- SQL Server Management Studio.

The required settings of the client computer are assigned.

The second part of the practical training was dedicated to the organization of work with databases. At this stage, the principles of the administrator and database users were defined, the main database of objects and data transmission to the server from client computers in the network were created.
As a result, students were able to implement steps to configure client-server systems in the local network. As follows, the practical development of concepts and principles of the client-server system, network configuration and protocol assignment, communication with databases, query execution between the server and clients was carried out.

4.2 Using Microsoft Azure cloud resources in academic activities for implementing a training course

Cloud computing can provide innovative processes in business as well as in public and educational fields. The system, created on the basis of Microsoft Azure cloud resource. It is recognized as a leader in this field, can help students to gain knowledge that does not depend on the geography, increase hardware capacity and ensure the data security and privacy [20]. Advanced cloud computing coverage allows us to train students in new different ways and helps to manage the projects and large workloads. In this way, students and teachers can use applications without installing it on their computers and get access from any computer connected to the Internet [21].

**Deployment of the remote server in the Microsoft Azure SQL Database cloud:**
In the second stage of practical work, students and teachers of L.N.Gumilyev Eurasian National University and Kh.Dosmukhamedov Atyrau State University were connected to the Microsoft Azure SQL Database. Figure 3 demonstrates the structure that was used for academic purposes in the preparation of Computer Science students. Students could connect to the remote server being in and out of the classroom. Azure for the students subscription was used for academic purposes.
Microsoft Azure SQL Database helps to run a flexible and mobile remote server that is scalable and widely available. Flexible to use interface helps to deploy the server and database without much effort and configuration. Figure 4 shows the window of creating the database and deploying servers in the cloud resource. The ways of deployment of Microsoft Azure SQL Database in the learning process in L. N. Gumilyev Eurasian National University are presented below. In this case, a server located in Western Europe was selected (Figure 4).
Students created their own cloud SQL server and database. Besides, creating a new database in the cloud, there were established three replicas of that database to ensure high availability. This leads to the solution of the problem of data loss and ensures the privacy and security.

The tables, views and stored procedures created by us in the Azure portal are supported by the SSMS GUI. Figure 5 shows the window for connecting to server1-enu in the cloud via SSMS. To open the server for use, it is needed to specify the names of a server and a login.

**Database geo-replication:** Performing replication provides the data reliability, availability and helps to improve the system performance. In a Microsoft Azure SQL
Database cloud resource, the geo-replication command helps to create a copy of the database in any target region listed. The following figure 6 illustrates the geographic location of the target data regions for geo-replication.

**Fig. 6.** General Scheme of the location of the target data processing regions including the chosen server

In the given example, the replication was organized for the server1-enu database created by us, located on a remote server in the Western Europe. A replicated copy of the database was selected as a server in the Eastern Europe.

Within this topic, the students were acquainted with the capabilities of cloud solutions, subscribed to a cloud resource, created servers and database in the cloud using Microsoft Azure SQL Database. They learned how to create the database objects and replicate of the data for their future program projects.

### 4.3 Collaborative use of local and remote servers based on the principle of the hybrid cloud

The third stage of the improved content of training course was addressed to link local and cloud servers based on the principle hybrid cloud. That principle allowed combining the capabilities of local and clouding servers. On the one hand, it was possible to attract flexibly external resources as required, and reduced the infrastructure costs. On the other hand, it retained full control over the data and applications that was not necessary to give out. Thus, we faced the challenge of integrating the data from different sources. To solve the integration problem, the query connections based on the hybrid cloud principle were created between local
server MS SQL prepared at the first stage of the research task and the remote cloud server Microsoft Azure SQL Database (figure 7).

**Fig. 7.** Organized communication based on the principles of hybrid cloud

The following parameters and software are required to implement the hybrid cloud principle:

1. Local server MS SQL 2016;
2. Graphical user interface SSMS;
3. Account in Microsoft Azure;
4. Remote server in Microsoft Azure SQL Database.

SSMS was used to manage the distributed data received from two servers. After logging in an instance of SQL Express in LAPTOP, the command linked with the server was executed for the establish communication with Microsoft Azure cloud server at the address “server1-enu.database.windows.net”.

**Fig. 8.** Creation of the distributed queries in the linked servers utilizing of hybrid cloud
After the established communication between servers, the distributed heterogeneous queries and stored procedures were performed.

4.4 Web applications using ASP.NET MVC 5 Framework development

Joining the configured servers with the web client interface, ASP.NET MVC 5 Framework technology was used. Complex via IIS, MS SQL Server and ASP.NET had positive aspects as it had a single developer acting through Microsoft and accordingly was well integrated with each other [22]. Web applications development through ASP.NET MVC 5 Framework was done using the C# programming language in Visual Studio. In the MVC technology, the carcass of web interface consisted of the model-view-controller parts.

Fig. 9. Framework of MVC for web application
4.5 The level of updates and improving the content of the training course

It can be stated that the updated curriculum of university educational programs and its components for training future specialists for professional work is an important issue. The indicators presented in Table 1 were developed by us during the research.

Table 1. Percentage of updated topics in the course content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics for improving the content of the training course</th>
<th>% of updating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarization with the modern hardware and software capabilities of client-server technology. Cloud technologies as an extended version of client-server technology.</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with MS SQL Server 2016 platform components and management tools.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools and capabilities of the SQL Server Management Studio graphical user interface.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organising of local network communication. Assignment of the protocols.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support of server and client settings.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution of the client queries using T-SQL on the local network.</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of the web applications using the ASP.NET MVC Framework in local area network.</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of cloud solutions in academic activities. Subscription in Microsoft Azure cloud resource.</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment of server and creation of the database on Microsoft Azure SQL Database cloud resource.</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment of communication between local and cloud servers based on the hybrid cloud principles.</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of the distributed, heterogeneous queries in the linked servers.</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the different levels of percentages in Table 1 are explained as follows: the training course was a subject in the educational program of Computer Science major. The results also shows that improving the content of the training course, the work on filling in and updating existing topics was increased by 10-40% and a number of new topics introduced were 80%. Students had the general information about the cloud technologies but those topics were introduced for the first time in the content of the course. The educational and methodical complex by new and updated topics were developed and implemented for the educational process.

4 Conclusion

It is important to note that organizing a client-server system in a local network, the form of installation and server configuration, implementation of network communication are the complex tasks. The transition of the production organizations to the use of the cloud technologies lies in avoiding the technical work but not in purchasing the licensed programs, spending money only for the used resources and implementing the information systems necessary for their activities. As an effective
method of implementation, the hybrid cloud principle is able to store sensitive data on its local servers and host a large amount of database content on the cloud server, in which many users are present.

It is also worth mentioning that in our research we separately stopped on each of these directions, prepared methodical recommendations, educational and methodical complexes for the training course for its introduction in the educational process. Thus, the training course with the improved content would help students to improve their theoretical knowledge on the client-server technology as well as practical skills in the use of the modern systems. In our turn, we hope that this will contribute to the formation of a competitive specialist.
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